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Abstract 
 

This paper analyzes two special cases of ∗C -algebras, the cases of universal 

crossed product and reduced crossed product of a group by a ∗C -algebra. In the 

hypothesis that the universal crossed product is a continuous trace ∗C -algebra or a 

type I ∗C -algebra, it is proved that the reduced crossed product is a continuous trace 
∗C -algebra or, respectively, a type I ∗C -algebra.  Moreover, these results can be 

extended in the case when the crossed products are obtained from a groupoid and a 

bundle of  ∗C -algebras with a constant fiber.   
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1. Introduction 

The C*-algebras were considered, primarily, for their use in quantum 
mechanics to model algebras of physical observables, with physical observables 
represented by self-adjoint operators acting on a Hilbert space („state space”). For 
example, in quantum mechanics, an action of the set of real numbers on an operator 
algebra gives the time evolution of a system and it is known that the classical theory of 
C*-algebras accomodates actions of groups by automorphismes. Some special cases of 
noncomutative C*-algebras are the continuous trace C*-algebras and type I C*-
algebras. 

 According to Dixmier, [1, Definition II.9] a C*-algebra A is a continuous trace 
C*-algebra if the ideal with the positive part the continuous trace elements (the 
positive elements a  from  A  such that the mapping ))(( aTr ππ →  is finite and 

continuous on the spectrum Â  of A) is dense in A. In Section 2.1. of this paper, we 
present some properties of continuous trace C*-algebras. Considering, ),,( αGA  a 
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dynamical system, we describe in Section 2.2 the construction of the universal crossed 
product and the reduced crossed product C*-algebras. This construction is a classical 
one, and the author of this paper has used, in general, the notations from [5, Chapter 
2]. The main purpose of this paper is to show that if the universal crossed product is a 
continuous trace C*-algebra, then the reduced crossed product has the same propety 
(Proposition 3.1). Moreover, if we consider the universal crossed product obtained in 
the case of G being a groupoid, and the universal crossed product is with continuous 
trace,  then the reduced crossed product has the same property. In Section 2.2, we 
present a general description of type I C*-algebras. We recall that a C*-algebra A is a 
type I algebra if for every representation π of A, the von Neumann algebra generated 
by )(Aπ  is of type I (Dixmier). Using a general characterization of type I C*-algebras 
given by Proposition 2.2.5, we obtain in Proposition 3.3 a similar result to the one 
concerning continuous trace C*-algebras, i.e., if the universal crossed product is a type 
I C*-algebra, then the reduced crossed product is a type I C*-algebra, too. 

 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1 Continuous trace C*-algebras 

Definition 2.1.1   Let A be a C*-algebra. A mapping ],0[: ∞→+Atr , where +A  is 
the set of positive elements of A, is called trace if the following conditions hold: 

a) if )()()(, ytrxtryxtrAyx +=+⇒∈ +  

b) if +∈ Ax , λ  a positive, real number )()( xtrxtr λλ =⇒  

c) if )()( xxtrxxtrAx ∗∗ =⇒∈  
 

Remark 2.1.2 On positive operators on a Hilbert space H a trace can be defined, by 

choosing an ortonormal basis }{ ne and by taking ∑
≥

=
1

,)(
n

nn eTeTtr . This trace is 

independent by the choice of ortonormal basis and it extends to a mapping on the ideal 
of continuous trace operators: }|)(|/)({:)( ∞<∈= TtrHBTHI .  
 

Remark 2.1.3   If A is a C*-algebra, by Â  is denoted the spectrum of A, i.e., the set of 
unitary equivalence classes of irreducible representations, endowed with the Jacobson 

topology. As in Remark 2.1.2, if π  is an element from Â  we can define a trace for 
every positive element x from A. 
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Definition 2.1.4   If A is a C*-algebra, an element x from +A is called a continuous 

trace element if the map ))(( xTr ππ →  defined on Â  is finite and continuous on Â . 

 
Remark 2.1.5  Let P denote the set of the positive, continuous trace elements of A. 
Dixmier showed in [1] that P is the positive part of a two sided, self -adjoint ideal of A 
denoted M and that M is the set of linear combinations of elements from P. The 
closure of  the ideal M is denoted by )(AJ .  
 
Definition 2.1.6 [Dixmier]   A continuous trace algebra A is a C*-algebra such that 

)(AJ = A.  
  

The following theorem gives a characterization of continuous trace C*-
algebras and has been proved by Dixmier in [1].  
 

Theorem 2.1.7   If A is a C*-algebra, then the spectrum Â is Hausdorff  in Jacobson 

topology and for every Â0 ∈π , there exists a neighbourhood V of 0π  and +∈ Aa  

such that, for every V∈π , )(aπ  is a rank one projector.  
 
 

2.2. Type I C*-algebras 
 
Definition 2.2.1   A von Neumann algebra A is a type I von Neumann algebra if A is 
isomorphic to a von Neumann algebra B and the comutant B’ is abelian. 
 
Definition 2.2.2  A C*-algebra A is a type I C*-algebra if for every representation 
π of A, the von Neumann algebra generated by )(Aπ  is of type I. 
 
Remark 2.2.3   If  A is a involutive subalgebra of )(HB , ''AB =  is the von 
Neumann algebra generated by A. 
 
Proposition 2.2.4 [2, Proposition 5.4.1]   If A is a type I C*-algebra and π  a 
representation of A, then the von Neumann algebra )'(Aπ  is of type I. 
 
The next proposition is important for our following considerations concerning the 
main result about type I  crossed product, and it is part of Theorem 9.1 from [2]. Using 
9.5.9 from [2], we eliminate the condition of separability of A from Theorem 9.1 of 
[2]. 
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Proposition 2.2.5   Let  A be  a C*-algebra. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

i) A is of  type I; 
ii)   If π  is a irreducible representation of A, )(Aπ  contains the set of 

compact operators on πH . 

iii)  every non-zero quotient ∗C -algebra of A possesses a non-zero, 
closed, two sided ideal I such that for every irreducible representation 
π  of I and each Ax∈ , )(xπ  is a compact operator. 

 
 

2.3. Crossed product of a group by a C*-algebra 
 
 

2.3.1. Dynamical systems 
 
Definition 2.3.1.1   A group G  with unit e acts on a set X if there is a mapping 

xsxs ⋅→),(  from XG×  to X such that xsrxrsxxe ⋅=⋅⋅=⋅ )()(;  for every   

.,, XxGrs ∈∈  
 
Remark 2.3.1.2   If A is a C*-algebra, )(AAut  denotes the group of automorphisms 

of A. The point norm topology on )(AAut  is the topology in which a sequence 

)()( AAutnn ∈α  converges to )(AAut∈α  if and only if, for every Aa∈ , 

)()( aan αα → . 

 
Definition 2.3.1.3   A triplet ),,( αGA  is a C*-dynamical system if A is a C*-algebra, 

G is a locally compact group and )(: AAutG →α  is a continuous homomorphism. 
 
 

2.3.2.  Covariant representations 
 
Definition 2.3.2.1  Let ),,( αGA  a C*-dynamical system. A pair ),( Uπ  is called 

covariant representation of ),,( αGA  if )(: HBA →π  is a representation of A on a 

Hilbert space H and )(: HUGU →  is a unitary representation of group G on the 

same Hilbert space H such that ∗= sss UaUa )())(( παπ . We say that ),( Uπ  is a  

nondegenerate covariant representation if π is a nondegenerate representation. 
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The following example of covariant representation is important for the construction of 
reduced crossed product. 
 
Example 2.3.2.2   Let )α,,( GA  a C*-dynamical system and )(: ρρ HBA →  a 

representation of A on the Hilbert space ρH . Then define ρG
eInd  to be the pair 

),( Uρ , where ρ  is a representation of A, and U is a representation of G on the 

Hilbert space ),(2
ρHGL  and the following relations are hold: 

)()()),())((()()( 11 rshrhUrharha sr
−− == αρρ . 

The representation ρG
eInd = ),( Uρ  is a covariant representation of )α,,( GA  called 

the regular representation of  )α,,( GA . 
 
 

2.3.3 The crossed product of a group by a C*-algebra 
 

In the following propositions,  we consider )α,,( GA  a C*-dynamical system 

and we denote by ),( AGCc  the linear space of continuous, compactly supported 

functions from G to A. As in [5], we define the following operations of convolution 
and involution on ),( AGCc : 

  ∫
−=∗

G r rdsrgrfsgf )())(()())(( 1 µα  (convolution)  

   ))(()()( 11 ∗−−∗ ∆= sfssf sα  (involution), where µ  is a 

Haar measure asociated to the group G and ∆  is its modular function. Moreover, the 

mapping RAGCc →⋅ ),(:|||| 1 , ∫=
G

sdsff )(||)(|||||| 1 µ  is a norm on ),( AGCc  

and the properties of Haar measure guarantee that 

11111 ||||||||||||,|||||||| gfgfff ≤∗=∗ . 

Together with the norm 1||||⋅ , the convolution and involution defined above 

give ),( AGCc  a structure of involutive algebra. 

 
Definition 2.3.3.1  A ∗ -representation from ),( AGCc  to Hilbert space H is a ∗ -

homomorphism )(),(: HBAGCc →π . We call π  a nondegenerate representation 

if the set }),,(/)({ HhAGCfhf c ∈∈π  is dense in H. 
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Proposition 2.3.3.2   Let )α,,( GA  a C*-dynamical system and ),( Uπ  a covariant 

representation of )α,,( GA  in the Hilbert space H. Then the mapping 

∫=×
G

s sdUsffU )())((:))(( µππ  from ),( AGCc  to )(HB  defines a ∗ -

representation called the integrated form of the covariant representation ),( Uπ . 

Moreover, 1||||||)(|| ffU ≤×π , and if π  is nondegenerate, U×π  is nondegenerate 
too. 
 
Proposition 2.3.3.3   Let )α,,( GA  a C*-dynamical system, and for every 

),( AGCf c∈  we define: ),(||,)(sup{|||||| UfUf ππ ×= covariant representation 

of ),,( αGA } . 

 Then the mapping ||||⋅  is a norm on ),( AGCc  called the universal norm. The 

universal norm is dominated by 1||||⋅ , and the completion of ),( AGCc  in ||||⋅  is a 

C*-algebra, called the crossed product of G by A and denoted GA α× .  

 
Remark 2.3.3.4   ),( AGCc  is a ∗ -subalgebra of GA α× . 

 
Proposition 2.3.3.5  If )α,,( GA  is a C*-dynamical system, the mapping sending a 

covariant pair ),( Uπ  to its integrated form U×π  is a one to one correspondence 

between nondegenerate covariant representations of α,,( GA ) and nondegenerate 

representations of the crossed product GA α× . This correspondence preserves 

irreducibility and equivalence.  
 
 
Definition 2.3.3.6   If α,,( GA ) is a C*-dynamical system, the mapping on 

),( AGCc defined by |||||||| ρG
er Indf =  where ρ  is a faithful, nondegenerate 

representation of A is a norm called the reduced norm. The completion of ),( AGCc in 

r||||⋅ , denoted GA r,α× , is a C*-algebra called the reduced crossed product.  

 
Remark 2.3.3.7   If G is a topological, locally compact, second countable groupoid 

with the Haar measure system )0(}{ Gu
u

∈λ , where )0(G denotes the unit space of G, 

A a bundle of separable ∗C -algebras over )0(G , and σ  a continuous homomorphism 
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from G to the space (Iso A ) = )()(:/),,{( uAvAVvVu →  an isomorphism of C*-

algebras, }, )0(Guv ∈ , following [4,Theorem 4.1],  the above construction of the 
crossed product of a group by a C*-algebra is extended to the crossed product of the 

groupoid G by the bundle A, denoted ,(GC∗  A). Moreover, if  A is a bundle with 
constant fiber the C*-algebra A, the triplet (A,G, σ ) with G groupoid is a C*-

groupoid dynamical system. The construction of crossed product ),( AGC∗  is similar 

to the construction of the crossed product GA α× , in the case of G being group. In 

[3], Tetsuya Masuda defines the reduced crossed product of  a C*-groupoid dynamical 
system, by taking the closure of the space ),( AGCc  in the following norm: 

||)(||sup||||
)0(

ff x
Gx

π
∈

= , where: 

∫ ⊗∈∈= −

xG

xxxx
gx HGLGggdgggfpgf ),(,),()())(()]()([ 2

11
1

11
νξνξξπ . 

This reduced crossed product is denoted ),( AGCr
∗  and it will be called the Masuda 

crossed product. 
 

3. The main results 
 
 
Proposition 3.1.  If ),,( αGA  is a dynamical system  and the crossed product given 

by universal norm, GA α× , is a continuous trace C*-algebra, then the reduced 

crossed product GA r,α×  is a continuous trace C*-algebra. 

 
Proof  To prove that GA r,α×  is a continuous trace C*-algebra we are using 

Dixmier’s definition, and we prove that, if the crossed product GA α×  is a 

continuous trace C*-algebra, then the reduced crossed product GA r,α×  has enough 

continuous trace elements so that these elements are dense in it. From the construction 
of  GA α×  and GA r,α× , the following inclusion of spectra results: 

)̂()̂( , GAGA r αα ×⊆× . Moreover, all the continuous trace elements from 

GA α× , the elements a from GA α×  such that the map ))(( aTr ππ →  is 

continuous and finite on )̂( GA α× , are continuous trace elements for the reduced 

crossed product, because the restriction of the map ))(( aTr ππ →  to )̂( , GA rα×  
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will be  continuous and finite (if the continuous trace elements a are in the reduced 
crossed product, i.e. GAa r,α×∈ ). Every x from the reduced crossed product 

GA r,α×  belongs to GA α× , too. Since GA α×  is a continuous trace C*-algebra, 

the continuous trace elements of it will be dense, and it follows that x will be a limit, 
in universal norm, of a sequence of continuous trace elements, 0)( >nnx . If all terms 

of the sequence 0)( >nnx  are  in the reduced crossed product, since the reduced norm 

is majorated by the universal norm, it follows that 0|||||||| →−≤− xxxx nrn  when 

∞→n ,  and all continuous trace elements of the sequence 0)( >nnx  are dense in 

GA r,α× , hence the reduced crossed product will be a continuous trace C*-algebra. 

If there is an infinite number of 0)( >nnx  sequence’s terms such that these terms don’t 

belong to GA r,α× ,  for every 0>n  such that the term nx  doesn’t belong to the 

reduced crossed product and it is a continuous trace element of GA α× , from the 

construction of the crossed product GA α×  follows that the term nx  is the limit in 

universal norm of a functions sequence 0, )( >mmnf with elements from ),( AGCc , 

i.e. 0|||| , →− nmn xf  when ∞→m . Since the universal norm is greater than the 

reduced norm, the sequence 0, )( >mmnf  will have the limit nx  in the reduced norm, 

and because this sequence is chosen from ),( AGCc , it belongs to the reduced crossed 

product. It remains to show that, starting from some point on, the terms of   mnf ,  are 

continuous trace elements, which means the map ))(( ,mnfTr ππ →  will be 

continuous on the spectrum of GA α× . The map ))(( ,mnfTr ππ →  is also finite, 

because its limit is a continuous trace element. For this we show that 
0|))(())((| ,, →− mnmni fTrfTr ππ , when ππ →i  on the crossed product’s 

spectrum. 
 

Indeed,  +−≤− |))(())((||))(())((| ,,, nimnimnmni xTrfTrfTrfTr ππππ  

+−+−+−+ |))(())((||))(())((||))(())((| niini xTrxTrxTrxTrxTrxTr ππππππ
0|))(())((| , →−+ mnn fTrxTr ππ , when ∞→imn ,, . 

 

Corollary 3.2  If ),,( αGA  is a C*-groupoid dynamical system, and ),( AGC∗  is a 
continuous trace C*-algebra, then Masuda crossed product is a continuous trace C*-
algebra. 
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Proof    From the construction of ),( AGC∗  and Masuda crossed product described in 
Remark 2.3.3.7, follows that a similar proof with the one from Proposition 3.1 can be 
used in this case. 
 
 
Proposition 3.3    If ),,( αGA  is a dynamical system and the crossed product given 

by universal norm, GA α× , is a type I C*-algebra, then the reduced crossed product 

GA r,α×  is a type I C*-algebra. 

 
Proof   For the beginning, we will make some considerations about reduced crossed 
product. According to Lemma 5.15 from [5], if we denote by )(AI  the set of closed, 

two-sided ideals of the C*-algebraA , it exists a continuous map 

)()(: GAIAIINDG
e α×→  such that ππ G

e
G
e IndIND kerker =  for all 

nondegenerate representation π  of A ( the map πG
eInd  has been defined in example 

2.3.2.2). If π  and 'π  are two faithful, nondegenerate representations of A, 

}0{'kerker G
e

G
e

G
e INDIndInd == ππ , because π  and 'π  are faithful 

representations. Moreover, ||)('||||)(|| aIndaInd G
e

G
e ππ =  for all GAa α×∈ . 

 In the quotient )ker(/)( πα
G
eIndGA× , for GAa α×∈ , because 

)ker(/)( πα
G
eIndGA×  is isomorphic to the range of  πG

eInd ,  

||}0{||||ker||||ker||||)(|| G
e

G
e

G
e

G
e INDaINDaIndaaInd +=+=+= πππ .  

It follows  that the reduced crossed product is isomorphic to the quotient 

)ker(/)( πα
G
eIndGA×  for every faithful nondegenerate representation π  of A. 

According to Dixmier [2, Proposition 2.11.2, Proposition 3.2.1], the spectrum of the 

quotient )ker(/)( πα
G
eIndGA×  is homeomorphic to the set:  

}0))(ker(/)̂({)̂( )ker( =×∈=× πρρ απα
G
eInd IndGAGA G

e
. 

According to Proposition 2.2.5 and because GA α× is a type I C*-algebra, for every 

representation )̂( GA αρ ×∈ ,  )( GA αρ ×  contains the set of compact operators on 

ρH . Because GA r,α×  is isomorphic to )ker(/)( πα
G
eIndGA× , a irreducible 

representation from )̂( , GA rα×  is in corespondence  with a irreducible 
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representation of GA α× , which is zero on )ker( πG
eInd  for every  faithful 

nondegenerate representation π  of A. But the irreducible representations of  GA α× , 

contains the set of compact operators, and it results that every irreducible 

representation from )̂( , GA rα×  contains the set of compact operators. That means  

GA r,α×  is a type I C*-algebra. 

 
Using the same argument as in Corollary 3.2, we obtain:  

 

Corollary 3.4  If ),,( αGA  is a C*-groupoid dynamical system, and ),( AGC∗  is a 

type I ∗C -algebra, then Masuda crossed product is a type I C*-algebra. 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we have studied the connection between the universal crossed 
product and the reduced crossed product, for the case when the universal crossed 
product is a continuous trace C*-algebra or a type I C*-algebra. If the universal 
crossed product is a continuous trace C*-algebra, we have proved in Proposition 3.1 
that the reduced crossed product is a continuous trace C*-algebra, too. We have 
obtained in Proposition 3.3 a similar result to the one in Proposition 3.1 for the case of 
the universal crossed product being a type I C*-algebra. Moreover, we have extended 
in Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4 the results from Propositions 3.1 and 3.3, respectively, to the 
case of C*-groupoid dynamical systems. 
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